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Model of virus concentration 
distribution

Random motion

Mutations

Reproduction 

Immune response

Mortality 

x – space variable
y – genotype variable

Total quasi-species
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1D space equation

Local virus concentration in the tissue (lymph node, spleen)

Immune response:

Time delay
Growth for small load
Decay for large load



Virus spread without time delay

Three regimes 
of infection 
spreading:

Low dose
High dose
Low-High dose



Delay RDE: waves
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Monostable

Monostable-
bistable



Delay RDE: 2D waves and 
transient
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Waves are stable with respect to 2D perturbations, quasi-waves are 
unstable



Wave dynamics: delay system 
of two equations
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Conclusions 1D space

 Infection spreads in the tissue as a reaction-diffusion 
wave

 Three man regimes: low viral load, high viral load, low-
high load



1D genotype equation

Existence of virus quasi-species 
(strains):

1. Large admissible interval

2. Small mutation rate

Admissible 
interval



2D space + genotype



2D space-genotype equation

Stationary solution in y

+

Propagating solution in x



Particular case b=0: 
separation of variables



1D problem depending on 
the eigenvalue

Phi(y)>0  lambda – principal eigenvalue of the 
operator

1D problem depending on the eigenvalue



General case: approximation

If b =/ 0, exact reduction cannot be done  approximation



Eigenvalue problem

Analytical solution: lambda as a function of y0

Similar 
behavior for 
more 
general 
functions



1D problem: solution



2D problem

1D problem gives a good 
approximation of the 2D problem



Viral infection and immune response

Viral infection Immune response

Virus virulence = wave speed
Viral load = wave amplitude
Initial viral load = initial condition
Width of genotype distribution=y0

Strength of immune response=a_1
Immunity = f(0) 



Infection decay or growth?

lambda

y0

f(v)

v
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Virulence and immunity

f(0) (=a_2)

Wave speed

Three curves 
correspond to 
different 
genotype 
distributions



Viral load and immune response



Conclusion

 Infection spreads in the tissue as a reaction-diffusion 
wave

 The width of the genotype distribution, the strength of 
immune response, and the level of immunity 
determine virus virulence and viral load.



Respect social distancing 
and stay healthy !


